The article "Application of Queuing Theory to Optimize the Triage Process in a Tertiary Emergency Care ('ER') Department" is both a clear introduction to queuing theory and an excellent example of its application to emergency department (ED) operations. Many ED processes are amenable to queuing analysis and understanding these concepts and can help ED providers and administrators make resource allocation decisions in a way that maximizes the utility of limited resources.

The triage process examined by Carrillo AM *et al.* is a good starting point for applying queuing theory for several reasons. Most EDs will have high-quality data from triage with all of the elements necessary for a queuing analysis (number of triage nurses, patient arrivals, and process length). The triage process itself is short, discrete, and reproducible and has a limited number of inputs, which means that it resembles many of the classic applications of queuing theory, such as network connections or customer service times. Triage itself also tends to have a fairly predictable length of time with limited variability. While many EDs do not measure the time patients spend waiting before triage, this is not logistically difficult to do and may provide valuable information beyond that required for the queuing analysis itself.\[[@ref1]\]

Another benefit of understanding and applying queuing theory is the ability to predict when and to what extent waiting times will exceed a particular threshold, which a less nuanced view of staffing will tend to underestimate substantially. It is a commonly held belief that staffing toward an average rate of patient arrivals will tend to "even out" over time, as periods of decreased capacity are matched by periods of excess capacity relative to demand. However, queuing theory forces us to confront the fact that periods of excess capacity simply represent wasted time if there are no new patients to be seen. Similarly, during times when patient arrivals exceed the rate at which patients are triaged, additional arrivals will not result in a linear increase in waiting times but will instead increase exponentially unless arrivals slow or capacity increases.

For example, in an ED in which triage takes 5 min on average, and where about 12 patients arrive per hour, many administrators might assign only one triage nurse per hour, reasoning that this means that patients will have no waiting time and will not require any excess staffing. However, because patients do not arrive at fixed intervals and instead tend to follow a Poisson process, waiting times will start to increase very quickly once the utilization rate reaches 80%, well below the predicted 12 patients per hour. Furthermore, in the event that several patients come in quick succession, as is common after a motor vehicle collision, if the triage nurses do not have reserve capacity, waiting times in such a system will quickly spiral out of control.

While there have been a number of successful applications of queuing theory to processes within the ED,\[[@ref2][@ref3]\] Carrillo AM *et al.* have provided an example that is relatively straightforward for readers to replicate at their own institution. Their calculations are clearly explained and are not contingent on the use of expensive software or private consulting services. For those interested in exploring the use of queuing theory, there are a number of online and open-source calculators available that allow you to input different values for the key variables (servers, patients, and process time) and can output waiting times and the distribution of the number of people waiting in the queue.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\]

As ED providers and administrators become more facile with queuing theory, they can more easily identify bottlenecks where allocating additional resources can lead to the greatest benefit. While the operations of an entire ED are a complex system, involving the interaction of many different interlocking queues, queuing theory provides the fundamental building blocks from which more sophisticated models, such as discrete event simulations, can be built. Queuing models can also be used to examine the discrepancies between the predicted performance of a process modeled by a queue and real-life performance, which can reveal human factors such as fatigue and cognitive load, which can have significant effects on throughput.\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref8]\]

Ultimately, the article by Carrillo AM *et al.* represents a substantial achievement -- not only by demonstrating an immediate, measurable improvement in the delivery of care but also by highlighting the importance of queuing theory for future improvements in ED operations.
